
Resilience of materials is always a factor in the 

outdoor environment. Alexander uses two of 

the toughest ; teak and brass. Referencing the 

structural composition of yacht stanchions that 

keep passengers safely on board, creating a 

fence between them and the ocean. The brass 

detailing is presented in a rough, patina finish 

to mirror the aged effect of brass as seen in 

an outdoor environment juxtaposed against a 

finely finished teak and finished with super soft 

quick dry cushioning.

ALEXANDER
COL L EC T I ON

BY COVE OUTDOOR
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DESIGNER

Cove Outdoor

DESCRIPTION

Resilience of materials is always a factor in the outdoor environment. Alexander uses two of the toughest - teak and 

brass, referencing the structural composition of yacht stanchions that keep passengers safely on board, creating a 

fence between them and the ocean. The brass detailing is presented in a rough, patina finish to mirror the aged effect 

of brass as seen in an outdoor environment juxtaposed against a finely finished teak and finished with super soft 

quick dry cushioning.

MATERIALS

Frame : Cove Outdoor only use the very best plantation wood, hand selected in Java from regions known for produc-

ing the highest grade teak along with hand aged brass detailing.

Upholstery : Sunbrella® 100% acrylic fabric  specifically developed for outdoor use.  

Seat : Batyline® - a textile weave consisting of polyester coated with solution dyed PVC. 

Cushions : Cove Outdoor uses exclusively QuickDry Foam® by Urecel. 

Table top : Cove Outdoor only use the very best plantation wood, hand selected in Java from regions known for pro-

ducing the highest grade teak.

FINISHES

Natural Teak Caste Silver Natural Teak Brass

Frame Sunbrella fabric® Table Top Table Top
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1 seater
900w x 900d x 800h

C-ALEX-LO-SE-004

3 seater
2000w x 900d x 800h

C-ALEX-LO-SE-012

 coffee table 1300
1300w x 800d x 400h

C-ALEX-LO-TA-001
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